Alicia Brown-Bryan
In Memory of Rev. James E. Brown

Gail Krug
In Memory of Carroll & Betty Dean, Greg & Barbara Krug

Kay Muehlhausen
In Memory of Donald Muehlhausen

Pamela James
In Memory of Bob Shuttleworth

Teresa Kumar, Russell & Nathaniel Kleeb
In Memory of Donzel & Christina Neth

Bob, Jane & Bobby Mohr & Mary Fulford
In Honor of Frances Grenzebach

Fran Grenzebach
In memory of beloved husband, Jack Grenzebach
In Honor of my friends, Alice Newsome, Jane Mohr & Mary Fulford

Bill & Meredith Slavins
In Memory of Clyde, Mary & Joyce

Roy & Nancy
In Memory of our parents
In honor of our children

Dolph Cone
In Memory of patti and Randy Cone
In Memory of Carolyn shoup

Marion Common
For the love of god

Ted & Carol Snyder
In Loving Memory of our daughter Carrie and grandson Tristan

Tom, Laura & Sarah Destasio
In Memory of members of the Destasio & Sharp families who have gone to heaven

Maurice & Catherine Anderson
In Honor of shut ins
**BILL & SARAH MILLER**

_in Memory of_ Eugene B. Mohney, Jim & Bertie Miller,
Jesse & Marjorie Johnson
In Honor of Marilyn Mohney, Wes Hegner, “Our Children,
Ralph & Marion Hegner, Elizabeth Deardurff, Jim Miller

**MARILYN MOHNEY**

_in Memory of_ Eugene Mohney, Jesse & Marjorie Johnson,
Maurice & Anne Mohney, Bob Sebring, Lois Brown,
Mr. & Mrs. Lon Dailey, Richard C. Johnson,

In Honor of My children & grandchildren; Christine Sebring,
Mr. & Mrs. Scott Whitaker

Ted and Alison Voyvodich

4 Pointsetta